It’s Time for an Intelligent Network
CellCast
Managed 4G
offers a reliable,
cost effective and
physically separate
WAN input for
your SD-WAN
appliance.

A traditional router-centric WAN, can’t keep up
with today’s—or tomorrow’s—digital transformation.
As more of your clients adopt cloud, co-location,
video conferencing, and SaaS, the need for smarter
routing, access, and security is paramount.
Within the next few years, U.S. businesses will
replace 70% of existing routers with a SD-WAN
appliance. Cost effective and reliable WAN options
like 4G LTE will play a key role in that transition
whether as a secondary or tertiary WAN input.
SD-WAN is becoming a mainstay for office
or remote employee access to cloud-based
apps and vastly superior connectivity in multicloud environments.

Microspace Communications is
uniquely qualified to leverage
SD-WAN technology for you.
Microspace has worked hand in hand with SD-WAN
solution providers to leverage the benefits of CellCast
Managed 4G. Many of those solution providers, as well as
corporate IT staff, see the benefit of using 4G as a physically
separate WAN input for their SD-WAN infrastructure.
CellCast provides enterprise-class hardware and the
most reliable 24/7/365 service available. While quality
hardware is important, it’s the managed service that sets
Microspace apart. Our advanced monitoring, control
and reporting provide real benefits across any enterprise
network. 24/7 visibility of your network means that
connectivity or hardware issues are immediately identified
and resolved from Microspace’s award winning Network
Operations Center based in Raleigh, NC.

CellCast includes:
• Network monitoring and management 24/7/365
• Customized real time alerts for 4G data usage
• Shared data pooled across multiple sites of an organization
• Enterprise-grade wireless intelligent 4G router
• Strong, national, 4G/LTE coverage from multiple carriers
• Service and hardware bundled into a reasonable per
location monthly cost

The Cloud Has Changed The Network
The trajectory is clear: Our reliance on cloud services will only
increase. As more and more businesses rely on the cloud for
transactions, business critical services, and customer interactions,
the network becomes increasingly important: Both in performance
and security.

To stay competitive, your approach to
connectivity must change.
CellCast provides strong, national, 4G/LTE coverage and utilizes true enterprise grade equipment bundled into a
reasonable per location monthly cost. No upfront cost for hardware!

Contact us for a custom quotation.
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